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TALI Mission Statement
The Texas Association of Licensed
Investigators is an organization
that promotes and encourages
the highest standards of
professionalism among licensed
private investigators through
information, education, training,
legislative action, membership
support and networking.

TALI Code of Ethics
All members of the Texas
Association of Licensed Investigators
will subscribe to the following Code
of Ethics:
• To be professional and to
demonstrate integrity and honesty
as an investigator and as a
member of TALI.
• To give each client a full
explanation of the work to be
performed, rates to be charged
and reports to be rendered.
• To preserve as confidential
all information received in an
investigation unless directed
otherwise by the client or
unless under specific order or
legal authority.
• To conduct all aspects of
investigation within the
bounds of legal, moral and
professional ethics.
• To apprise clients against any
illegal or unethical activities and
to cooperate with law enforcement
or other governmental agencies,
as required by law.
• To constantly strive for
improvements as a professional,
to respect the rights of others
and to insure the same from
ones employees.
• To loyally support TALI, its aims,
purposes and policies as long as
one remains a member.
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MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND OUR Annual Meeting Sept. 3-5 in Austin at the AT&T Executive
Conference Center on the University of Texas at Austin campus. Our theme, “From the Minors to
the Big Leagues in the World of Private Investigation” is designed to expose you to what it takes
to make it in the ‘big leagues.’ We have assembled an All-Star line-up that will help you take your
business to a higher performance level. See our ad in this issue, and sign up today! See you
in September!
The 84th Texas Legislature will be gearing up in the next several months. Prefilling of legislation
for the 84th Legislature begins Monday, Nov. 10, 2014, and the Session starts at noon on Tuesday,
Jan. 13, 2015. The deadline for filing bills is Friday, March 13, 2015 (60th day). The last day of the
84th Regular Session is Monday, June 1, 2015. To guard our interests, we must continue to play a
proactive role with the legislature and DPS. The work is enormous and requires a group of dedicated
professionals who will take time to review legislation, testify before committees and meet with
elected officials. I urge you to get involved with TALI’s legislative committee. You can be responsible
for shaping our profession’s future! Make a difference and leave your mark!
I would like to make a few comments about a special group of people — our PDI students and
graduates. It has been a pleasure getting to know you and seeing you develop. It’s refreshing to see
such a diverse group of people enter our profession and get after it. I commend Dr. Scott Belshaw
and his staff for the way they have artistically molded students to become outstanding PIs!
I’d like to give a special shout out to Carl Weeks who left our PI ranks to take a position at DPS as
the Legislative Coordinator, Director’s Staff, Office of Government Relations. Carl has been a PI for
23 years and a member of TALI since 1993. Carl is brilliant and an outstanding PI. We will miss him
but know he is not far away! Congrats and Godspeed, my friend! Carl turned over the reins of his
company to his son, Sam Weeks, who recently passed the manager’s exam and is a new member of
TALI. Welcome aboard, Sam!
With my term as TALI President ending on Sept. 5, this will be my last ‘Message’ to you. It’s hard
to believe two years have passed so quickly. (And no, I do not believe that saying!) I have thoroughly
enjoyed my term as President of the nation’s top PI association. We have earned this distinction
because of the professionals like YOU. I agree with the presidents before me — it has certainly
been a ‘life changer’! I have met the greatest group of people representing the most incredible and
hard-working profession. You have made the past two years one of the most rewarding periods in
my life, and I thank you for that. Together, I feel we have accomplished many great things for our
profession not only in Texas but across the nation but our work is never finished. We will always
face challenges that impact our ability to do our job and we must always rise to the occasion and
do battle with the forces that want to impose limits on us. Your role as a member of TALI is critical
to the future of our profession. No other force can (or will) do what TALI does. Take advantage
of your position as a TALI member and speak loud in Texas. I encourage you to get involved and
seek positions of leadership within TALI. There are numerous opportunities to volunteer whether
it be on the board, committees or region chapters. I promise you, it will change your life and bring
tremendous rewards personally and professionally. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve
and to know you. I want to wish my successor, Carol Tharp, and the Board, the best of luck and
continued success as they work to move TALI forward. Now, Let’s Roll!
Mark Gillespie
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Business

Conventional WISDOM
BY BRAD BACOM, TCI

THE TERM CONVENTIONAL WISDOM
CAN have many meanings, depending
on a person’s point of view. I would like to
propose a definition for that term that fits
in with the private investigation profession.
Many professions, trades, groups,
fraternal/social orders, etc., gather once
or twice a year to network, exchange
information, update their trade or
professional status, and stay in touch
with each other. We call these events
conferences; many other groups call them
conventions. Conventions give attendees
the opportunity to meet, greet and learn.
If they are well-organized and timely,
the attendee can leave a wiser, more

educated, more informed individual than
when he/she arrived — hence the term
conventional wisdom.
Since 1996, I have attended
conferences and conventions all over
Texas, in New Orleans and in Portland,
Oregon. I have never left a convention
less wise than when I arrived. Often, the
wisdom I gathered dealt with technology,
office management or ethics. Sometimes
the wisdom showed me new ways to do
old things or updated me on some new
“what-in-the-world-were-they-thinking”
legislation put forth by our wonderful
Texas Legislature. There were also days
when I left the convention with the wisdom

to never attend a particular presenter’s
session in the future.
I can remember the first TALI
conference I ever attended in Corpus
Christi, Texas, around 1996. Karen
Hewitt was the newly elected president.
I approached her, gave her my business
card and told her to put me to work for
TALI. I came away with the wisdom to
never do that again; wisdom I sometimes
ignored over the years. Since then, I
have attended all but maybe two TALI
conferences. I have never left a TALI
conference without some benefit.
I remember many years ago when I was
a rookie cop, an old veteran cop and I

Professionally speaking, I have gathered the majority of my
conventional wisdom from attending TALI conferences.
The classroom sessions have taught me about a variety of
topics that can help me or ruin me in my profession.
6 Summer 2014 | THE TEXAS INVESTIGATOR | www.tali.org

were talking about the need for continuing
education and the opposition to the idea
encountered from quite a few of the “old
hands.” The man, whom I did not like or
desire to emulate, said something that
surprised me. He said, “The day I decide
that I don’t need to learn anything more
is the day I become the stupidest person
in the world.” Believe it or not, we have
people in our profession who actually
believe they do not need continuing
education to conduct their business. Some
of them think that because they have had
this job or that job for 20 or 30 years, there
is no need for them to obtain any further
training … ever. What do they do about
learning the changes in laws, PSB rules
or technological improvements? What do
they do about keeping up with a changing
world? Even some old codgers like me
know that to improve, even to survive, we
need constant re-education and training.
And that is the conventional wisdom of
which I speak.
I think there is no wisdom gathered
that can match conventional wisdom.

662810_PDJ 1

The class sessions, the group discussions,
the informal social gatherings, the sitting
around the table in the lobby bar late
at night … this is where we gather that
conventional wisdom. These are all
sources of wisdom at a convention. These
are the formal and informal sessions
where you learn what to do, what not to
do, when to do it or not do it, and who you
want (and do not want) helping you do it.
Professionally speaking, I have gathered
the majority of my conventional wisdom
from attending TALI conferences. The
classroom sessions have taught me about
a variety of topics that can help me or
ruin me in my profession. The informal
gatherings have taught me that there are
some investigators at whose feet I am
happy to sit and learn and some whose
arrival at the group encourages me to
walk quickly away from that area. Good
or bad, it is wisdom gained. I don’t count
the cost by how much per hour I am
spending for my wisdom. I don’t count the
value of the wisdom I get by how much
revenue it will generate for me … well,

sometimes. I know that any time I’m at a
TALI conference, I will learn something.
I will gather wisdom. I will be better
after the convention than I was before
the convention.
The next TALI conference will be in
Austin in September 2014. I encourage
every professional investigator that
reads this article to recognize the
fact that you need the wisdom — the
conventional wisdom — derived from
attendance. I hope to see a lot of you wise
people there. ●
Brad Bacom, a Texas Certified Investigator
(TCI), is the staff investigator for the
Houston-based personal injury law firm
Abraham, Watkins, Nichols, Sorrels, Agosto
and Friend. Before that he operated Bacom
Investigation Service as an independent
operator for 20 years. He has been a private
investigator for a total of 30 years. Bacom
has been a member of TALI since 1996 and
has served on the board of directors as
Treasurer, President, Chairman of the Board
and Region 3 Director.
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Investigations

Investigative

ETHICS
BY RORY J. MCMAHON, CLI

THOUGH IT IS VALUES THAT guide our behaviors, the process
of how these values are applied is considered ethics. Many
ethical guidelines of the past have become laws and regulations
of today. Businesses stress their ethical considerations in their
promotional material or their mission statements, but what do
they really mean? They all state that they have a commitment
to business ethics … so what? How should a client interpret
a business’s professional code of ethics, and what should
that code state? Ethical behavior goes beyond knowing what
is right and what is wrong. It is simply doing what is right.
The purpose of ethical business practices is to provide, in
conjunction with laws, a structure that will promote and protect
the greatest interests of the profession and the public from illegal
or unethical performance. Making ethical choices in business
ensures legal behavior and promotes a strong public image.
The uniqueness of the private investigation industry, in
which investigators work as independent fact finders, must be
recognized. The conduct of professional investigators must
be ethical at all times. Intelligence gathering is not without
controversy. It may be legal, but is it ethical? Since highly diverse
values exist, managing ethics in the workplace is a difficult task.
Today’s corporate intelligence operatives tread a fine line
between honest inquiry and deception. Calling a competitor’s
sales department to get information about rates, lead times
and product availability is legal, but misrepresenting oneself
is unethical. Likewise, when conducting investigations, is it
ethical to provide a false name or present a business card
of someone else, giving the reader the impression you are
that person named in the card? Where investigators and
their agencies draw the line in their intelligence gathering
is hard to document, as they are reluctant to discuss it.

Some agencies have little private sector investigative
experience and lack even basic knowledge of applicable
legalities and ethics. Many are even uninsured. Other agencies
rely on one experienced supervisor to direct and correct the
activities of a high-turnover staff of low-paid inexperienced
investigators who are sent into the field with little or no training.
Do not leave yourself open to these mistakes. You are
judged by how you conduct your business, and how
you are judged will affect your ability to be successful —
assuming the principles of professional conduct with
legal and ethical standards of practice is necessary for
success in today’s competitive business environment.
The purpose of promoting an ethical business practice
is to establish and promote ethics that are clearly defined
standards, required by all investigators. These ethics will assist
in protecting the profession, the clients and the public at large.
Maintaining the integrity and trust of the private investigative
profession should be a continuing endeavor by professionals
in accordance with the highest moral principles. ●
Rory J. McMahon, CLI, is the president of R.M. McMahon &
Associates, a full-service detective agency located in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida. He is the author of several books, including Fraud
Investigation: How to Conduct White Collar Crime and Financial
Fraud Investigations; and Practical Handbook for Professional
Investigators, Third Edition published in July 2013 by CRC Press.
The author would like to acknowledge the primary source for
much of the information in the article comes from Kitty Hailey,
CLI’s: Code of Professional Conduct, 2nd Edition, published
by Lawyers & Judges Publishing Company (2006).
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Forensics

Under the Microscope with

Forensic Document and

Handwriting Examination
BY PEGGY WALLA
As the finders of fact, private investigators review extensive materials during the course of civil and criminal investigations. This may
include cases benefitted by forensic document/handwriting examination — from contracts and wills to medical records and evidence logs.
Forensics (scientific evidence) plays a key role in these examinations. There are many forensic specialties, and this month I have asked such
an expert, Peggy Walla, to contribute her knowledge and experience. Walla, familiar to many of us through TALI, possesses an extensive
background in the area of forensic examinations. With today’s growing use of technology and communications, the forms of document
examinations have changed, but not the application of this expertise and its often-overlooked role in our cases as private investigators.
— Dean A. Beers, CLI, CCDI – Forensics Editor, Associates in Forensic Investigations, LLC
FORENSIC DOCUMENT/
HANDWRITING EXAMINATION IS
the recognized forensic science discipline
using a variety of scientific processes
and methods, pertaining to documents in
dispute, sometimes in a court of law.
Most examinations involve
comparisons of the questioned document
(or components of the document) to
sets of known standards (handwritings).
Common consultations and
examinations include:
• Did the item in question originate from
the same source as the standards?
• When was the questioned document
produced?
• Has some of the information on the
document been obscured, obliterated
or erased?

• Determine the authenticity, origin, any
alternation or age of documents.
• Determine the type of writing instrument
used on a document.
• Determine the author of a document
through comparison writings.
• Determine if documents are in
sequential order; have been fabricated,
embezzled or counterfeited.
Forensic document and handwriting
examination services are needed when
clientele are looking for an expert for
forgery detection, altered documents,
handwriting identification, identity theft,
counterfeiting, fraud, etc. Clientele most
often include private attorneys, public
defenders, district attorneys, private
investigators, police departments,
insurance companies, private
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corporations, loss prevention managers
and private individuals. The application
of appropriate method protocols of
investigative information used for the
examination, the chain of custody of
examination information, care/storage of
documents, and ability to testify in a court
of law about the research and gathering
of the examination information is valuable
to the examiner (i.e., a phlebotomist that
draws blood or gets a urine sample for
testing — DWI, pre-employment, etc.).
Forensic document and handwriting
examiners assist law enforcement,
attorneys and private citizens with
examining forgeries, questioned
documents, signature comparisons and
handwriting-related issues. Documents
examined include wills, contracts, auto

leases and bills of sale. They commonly
include civil and probate — including
insurance and financial fraud and
criminal defense.
A licensed private investigator
(physically) located near the
questioned item or located near the
standards can “gather” the needed
items for the examiner, using tools
such as:
• Portable scanners
• Digital cameras
• Different lighting
• Original handwritings
• Other court documents
• Notary information
• Interviewing — witnessing —
videotaping of standards
(current handwritings)
• First generation photocopies
Paper is the most typical surface
examined. Examiners/investigators may
focus on one or more of the following:
• Something on the surface, such as
handwriting, typewriting, alterations
or obliterations.
• Something in the surface, such as
indented writing, watermarks or
safety fibers.
• Damage to the surface, such as torn
edges, moisture or charring.
What is a document?
• Any material (mostly paper), but can
include walls, blackboards mirrors;
• With writing (written in ink, paint,
blood, pen, pencil, carbon paper,
indention, lipstick);
• Examples: wills, envelopes, checks,
contracts, letters, deeds, time cards,
medical records, banking instruments.
Finding and knowing the truth about a
signature or document involves multiple
questions and considerations in which
a forensic document and handwriting
examiner can provide expertise.
Consultations may further advance the
investigation, mitigate a case or provide
otherwise compelling evidence.
Forensic document examination
and handwriting analysis are both
disciplines of handwriting. While forensic
document examination specializes in the
authentication of documents, signatures
and handwriting, handwriting analysis
specializes in the study and analysis
of handwriting, especially in relation to

human psychology. Handwriting analysis
also helps in:
• Behavioral profiling
• Criminal profiling
• Deception detection
• Employment profiling
• Relationship compatibility
• Jury screening
• Possible medical indicators
A forensic document examination
involves the comparison of handwritings
or documents to determine authorship —
the document as a whole — to rule out
alterations in and/or to a document.
This may include, but is not limited to,
signatures, watermarks, differences
in inks, rubberstamps and typewritten
documents. The examination should
always be done using a “scientific
method” of:
• Observation of data
• Measure of data
• Explain the data
• Verify (test) the data
What’s not there? What a bizarre initial
approach to detecting a forgery. When
I was first told to use this approach,
I thought:
• Where are the margins?
• How much white space is there on
the page?
• What’s the slant?
Actually, this wasn’t entirely what was
meant until I read the same words at a
later time during my training. What’s not
there? A document examiner needs to
begin his comparison and examination
with the known exemplars (samples) and
become familiar with the unique individual
characteristics of the known using
various lighting, various magnification,
microscopic examination, measurements,
etc. Then and only then is one able to do
a comparison with questioned writings/
signatures. One can quickly identify
“missing” strokes — unique individual
characteristics. After finding what’s
missing, one is able to go to the next
series of the scientific method in forensic
document examination.
Not all alterations are obvious to
the naked eye. They require the use of
microscopes, magnification devices,
special lighting, photography, measuring
devices, grids, protractors and color
filters. Not all of these pieces of equipment

are necessary for every document, and
some documents require more equipment.
What is the difference between
handwriting analysis and document
examination? Handwriting can be
compared or can be considered a forensic
science — useful to identify humans;
much like the non-changing DNA/blood
analysis and/or fingerprints. Handwriting
can and does change. Handwriting is a
form of behavioral science; a movement
activity done by humans. Changes
can happen due to internal conditions
(caffeine, drugs, fatigue, age) and/or
external conditions (weather, writing
surface, writing instrument). Changes
in handwriting can also be deliberate —
simply the changing of the hand with
which is used to write.
As a forensic document examiner,
I can decipher if the document has been
altered or determine the authenticity
of handwriting, under examination,
using lights, magnification, measuring
devices, and other tools and methods
of forensic document examination and
handwriting analysis. ●
Peggy Walla is a forensic document and
handwriting examiner, Texas Licensed
Private Investigator attached to LPR
Investigations in Columbus, Texas. She has
studied, trained and holds certifications
in the examination, comparison, analysis
and identification of handwriting,
discrimination and identification of writing,
altered numbers and altered documents,
handwriting analysis, trait analysis, including
the discipline of examining signatures with
over 30 years practical experience in this
field. Walla has received training from the
Texas Department of Public Safety-Private
Security Board, the School of Forensic
Document Examination, the American
Institute of Applied Science – Forensic
Science Course and the Handwriting
University. She currently holds memberships
with the Coalition of Handwriting Analysts
International, the American College of
Forensic Examiners Institute, the American
Standards and Testing Materials – Forensic
Sciences – Questioned Document Section,
and the Texas Association of Licensed
Investigators. Walla can be reached
at pwalla@hughes.net. Her website is
www.lprinfo.com.
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ROCKY

MOUNTAIN HIGH
The emerging investigative challenges and opportunities of
dealing with legalized marijuana
BY EUGENE F. FERRARO, CPP, CFE, PCI, SPHR

W

hether you or your organization has operations
in states that have legalized marijuana or not, it
is easy to see that the dopey idea of permitting
recreational marijuana use is more than just a
grassroots movement. It is part of a broad cultural

sea change. With it, will come both challenges and opportunities
for the investigative profession. As citizens across America start to
toke-up, and state legislatures ponder how to turn grass into revenue,
professional investigators should start thinking green as well. However,
before you begin your search for a new home-grown profit center for
your agency, you might want to take a look at the law in Colorado and
what it has offered the 5 million of us who live here.
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THE ROAD TO LEGALIZATION
The journey in my fine state began with
Amendment 64. Previously defeated, this
new version of the prior ballot initiative
set out to amend the state’s constitution
legalizing the possession and use of
marijuana. The measure passed by a
small margin on Nov. 6, 2012, along with
a similar measure in Washington state.
Now enacted as Article 18, section 16 of
the state constitution, the law addresses
personal marijuana use for adults 21 and
over, as well as commercial cultivation,
manufacture and sale, effectively
regulating cannabis in a manner similar
to alcohol.1 The first retailers selling weed
opened for business in January of this
year. The buzz on the ground is that sales
are higher than expected. Others report
that the viability of their new enterprises
remains in question. Here are a few of the
amendment’s highlights:
• Personal possession of one ounce
(28 grams) or less carries no penalty.
• Transfer of one ounce or less for no
consideration carries no penalty.
• Open and public display of or use of
less than 2 ounces is a petty offense,
punishable by 15 days in jail and a
$100 fine.
• Possessing 6 to 12 ounces is a
misdemeanor, punishable by 18 months
in jail, and a $10,000 fine.
• Possessing more than 12 ounces is
a felony, punishable by 12 months
to 18 months and a $100,000 fine.
However, the delivery of 100 pounds
or more is also a felony, punishable by
four to 12 years in jail but with only a
$75,000 fine. Go figure.
• Cultivation of six plants or fewer carries
no penalty.
• Cultivation of more than six plants is a
felony, punishable by two to six years in
jail and a $500,000 fine.
And get this: The possession of
paraphernalia is a petty offence, punishable
by a $100 fine. So the state constitution
says Colorado citizens can possess and
consume marijuana, but the tools with
which to do it are unlawful to own.
The amendment also provides for
licensing of cultivation facilities, product
manufacturing facilities, testing facilities
and retail stores. Local governments are

permitted to regulate or prohibit such
facilities, and the amendment requires
the general assembly to enact an excise
tax to be levied upon wholesale sales
of cannabis, requiring that the first
$40 million in revenue raised annually by
such tax be credited to the public school
capital construction assistance fund. The
anticipation of the implementation of this
regulatory nightmare is almost more than
one can bear.
As festive as all this may sound to some,
the amendment squarely runs afoul of
that nasty little inconvenience called The
Controlled Substances Act. The CSA was
passed as Title II of the Comprehensive
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act
of 1970 and signed into law by President
Richard Nixon. The CSA is our nation’s
federal drug policy under which the
manufacture, importation, possession,
use and distribution of certain substances
(including marijuana) are regulated.
The legislation created five schedules
(classifications) with varying qualifications
for a substance to be included in
each. Two federal agencies, the Drug
Enforcement Administration and the Food
and Drug Administration, determine which
substances are added to or removed
from the various schedules. More
inconvenient to the party revelers is that
marijuana is classified as a Schedule 1
drug. Schedule 1 substances are those
that: (1) have a high potential for abuse;
(2) have no currently accepted medical
use in the United States; and (3) lack
an accepted safety protocol for its use
under medical supervision. Violations of
the law involving Schedule 1 substances
also carry the stiffest penalties. I’ll forego
the obvious legal implications of this
little wrinkle and instead explore what
might be some of the less-complicated
challenges and opportunities that lie
ahead for our esteemed profession.
First, the challenges.
PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT
According to the National Institute
on Drug Abuse, marijuana use has
many effects on humans. Among the
most troubling are those on mood
and perception. These effects include
euphoria, anxiety, paranoia, a distorted
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with pot in some way could find him or
herself on the wrong of side of a drugrelated conspiracy beef — if for no
other reason than to pressure them into
providing the government assistance
in prosecuting their client. The civil and
criminal implications appear many, with
none of them good — either for the
investigator, their reputation or the client.

sense of time, short-term memory loss,
impaired learning and depression. These
psychological effects generally ease a
few hours after consumption, but residual
effects can last for days. Moreover, most
pot smokers smoke regularly, allowing
the accumulation of its active ingredient,
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in the
fatty tissue of their bodies. These users
experience a form of reverse tolerance
where the more they smoke, the less
they need to experience its effects. From
a chemical and behavioral standpoint,
these individuals are always high. As
employees, regular pot smokers are
less productive, prone to more mistakes
and accidents, and less likely to seek
new or additional responsibilities. Thus
as employers, we face the expanded
challenge of our employees’ off-duty
marijuana use and its effect on them
while at work. Also consider the potential
of those we interview or interact with in
the course of our work whom might later
claim impairment while they were in our
company. Not only might our workplaces
and highways be less safe and secure,
but so might the quality and value of
our work.

SAFETY ON THE JOB
Another safety challenge for us involves
the subjects of our investigations who
have violent tendencies. By exposing
society to yet another lawful substance
capable of impairment, our work, which
is already dangerous because of alcohol
(and other things), will likely become more
dangerous. Some will argue that marijuana
tends to make its users more passive and
less aggressive, and I am among them.
But we also know marijuana users often
abuse other substances as well. Also, no
one has yet experienced the behaviors
that will be produced when an entire
community gets high, no less its impact
on things like cost of liability or Workers’
Compensation insurance.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
The last challenge is a purely speculative.
What are the licensing and relicensing
implications for those who provide
investigative services to those in the
marijuana industry? Though our licenses
are regulated at the state level, most
activities involving marijuana are federal
felonies. Thus it is possible an investigator
providing services to a business involved
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THE POSITIVE EFFECTS
Cheerfully, there is some opportunity as
well. First among them, and most obvious,
are those services that directly support
the production and transactional end of
the marijuana trade. They include:
• Pre-employment background screening
for growers, brokers, distributors,
transporters and dealers.
• Investigation of inventory losses,
shrinkage and substitutions.
• Investigation (or re-investigation) of
allegations of unlawful conduct of those
in the trade or connected to it.
• Legal investigations associated with
the various legal theories of liability
associated with the production,
distribution and use of marijuana.
Another opportunity tangential, but only
slightly outside our profession, involves
security services. Here the opportunity
includes everything from the installation
and maintenance of cameras, security and
access control systems; the protection of
cultivation and transportation of product;
executive protection and the actual
protection of the money involved. To those
outside Colorado and Washington, this
last opportunity is the least obvious and
possibly the most complicated. Here’s why.
Because of the CSA banks, credit
card companies and everyone else in the
money-end of modern commerce fear the
criminal liability of doing business with
those in the marijuana trade. Among the
most potent concerns emanates from the
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA). Enforced by the
Department of Treasury, the law provides
regulatory mechanisms designed to keep
the proceeds of illicit activity out of the
U.S. financial system. The BSA allows
the seizure of both bank and customer
assets. Banks that run afoul of the law
run the risk of losing their licenses while
exposing themselves and officers to
criminal prosecution. As such, the entire
lawful portion of the marijuana industry

as it exists right now is done on a cash
basis. That’s right, no checks, credit
cards, PayPal, Bitcoin, nada, nothing.
Here in Colorado, elaborate electronic
funds transfer and laundering systems
have been erected overnight, and cash
is slopping around everywhere. And with
it are huge, complex problems. Not least
among them is how will marijuana retailers
pay the taxes they collect if they cannot
deposit their receipts, write a check,
wire money or even obtain a cashier’s
check? Think for a moment about the
functioning of your own business without
access to our modern banking system.
How would you pay the federally required
monthly or quarterly payroll taxes you owe
Washington or pay the subcontractor for
the surveillance he just performed for you
in another state? Better yet, how will the
customer in this new market pay you for
the services you just provided him?
Hoping to resolve this dilemma, in
early February the Treasury Department
issued new guidance on the matter. In a
public statement, the department said
it will waive some aspects of the BSA

and allow banks to provide financial
services to marijuana-related businesses
operating legally under state laws as
long as they make regular reports of
such and watch for suspicious activity.
Big banks, however, aren’t buying it.
J.P. Morgan, Chase and Wells Fargo all
have well-established policies prohibiting
their support of marijuana-associated
businesses and worry that a policy change
by the Treasury Department that isn’t
enshrined as law could still leave them
exposed to prosecution. Speaking for
the banks, Frank Keating, president of
the American Bankers Association said,
“As it stands, possession or distribution
of marijuana violates federal law, and
banks that provide support to those
activities face the risk of prosecution and
assorted sanctions.”2
So there we have it. No one really
knows the rules or the risk potential for
those providing services to the newly
legalized marijuana industry. What isn’t
hard to understand is why marijuana users
call their drug of choice, dope. But it is
almost impossible to understand why the

fine citizens of the great state of Colorado
would vote for or support such inanity.
But then again, maybe not every citizen is
actually all that fine. A recent guest on a
local drive-time talk radio show might have
summed it up best when she related to the
host, “I dunna-know. Maybe voting for it
[the legalization of marijuana] was kinda
stupid when you think about it [giggling].
[Now laughing] But doesn’t everyone
love to get high once in a while?” Actually
sweetie, no they don’t. ●
Eugene F. Ferraro has been a corporate
investigator for over 30 years. He is
currently the chief ethics officer for
Convercent, Inc., headquartered in Denver,
Colorado. He is a past president of NCISS
and currently a member of its board of
directors. He can be reached via email at
gene.ferraro@convercent.com.
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Beware

The best defense against crime is awareness and knowledge
BY CHRISTINE PARSLEY PI, PPS

F

amous last words: “It
won’t happen to me!”
or “It won’t happen
to my wife, daughter,
mom or girlfriend.”

These were my famous last words
in 1977. It was 5 p.m. on a busy street
in Philadelphia when I fell victim to a
mugging. I walked away with a few cuts
on my face, no purse and a fear that has
since changed my life. Within weeks, I
started martial arts (which I have pursued
in excess of 20 years) and started
firearm/knife training (to date taking

advanced classes). Today, I own my own
investigating and protection agency and
am a licensed Investigator and personal
protection specialist. For the average
female, these studies are not practical.
At this time, I would like to share some
advice that could save your life.
Your best defense against crime is
NOT a gun, knife, pepper spray or karate
lessons. Your best defense is awareness
and knowledge. Sadly, women are an
easy target for crime. The first step
to avoiding criminal victimization is to
recognize that the threat is very real.
Purse snatching takes 1 to 3 seconds.
A violent mugging/assault averages
30 seconds. Abductions and rapes
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can last hours to days (many with very
tragic endings).
It is difficult for the civilized mind
to think of fellow citizens in terms of
“predator” and “prey.” Attackers ARE
predators! Similar to the animal kingdom,
the attacker/predator will prey on easy
targets, generally when they are most
vulnerable. Predators have no conscience
or remorse. They are cunning, confident
and fast.
A woman’s intuition is her best defense.
God gave animals sharp teeth and claws
to defend themselves. He gave men
muscle mass, strength and a natural drive
to protect the weak. Women received the
wonderful gift of intuition. If a situation

These criminals are smart, fast and brazen. They generally
work in teams. Like the animal kingdom, they seek out the
weakest prey.
feels bad, GET OUT FAST! If a person
makes you feel uncomfortable, GET
AWAY. Trust with your gut. If you feel
uncomfortable with ANYONE around
your children, listen to your gut. Over
80 percent of child molesters know
their victims.
“WOW, I JUST LOVE YOUR PURSE”
Not only do we ladies put great thought
into the handbags we purchase, we take
pride and willfully fill them with (what
we think are) our absolute necessities.
Thieves (aka: bad guys) also are
well-aware of our portable treasures.
With the economy down, theft is on
a steady rise. Stores have increased
security (both cameras and undercover
loss prevention specialists) due to these
five-finger bandits. Supply and demand
turns the bad guys towards an easier fix:
you and your bag.
These criminals are smart, fast and
brazen. They generally work in teams. Like
the animal kingdom, they seek out the
weakest prey. I would like to share a few
thoughts that will steer the attack away
from you. As a protection specialist, my
full-time job is identifying bad guys and
threats, thus avoiding conflict and harm.
Let me walk you through the criminal mind.
As a thief, I will target you, first and
foremost, with your designer bag (fake
or real) complete with no zipped closure.

Since 99 percent of women carry a
handbag, I will eliminate the zippered bags
first. I will follow you instead. I am patient
and cunning. I will cause a distraction
(for a couple of seconds — remember,
I’m fast), possibly bump into you or have
my co-conspirator catch your attention.
Now, I have your wallet or phone. Bye-bye.
(Safeguard: Carry a zippered bag and put
a GPS app on your phone.)
As a thief, I especially like to hang out
in parking lots of gyms and pools. I wait
calmly as you throw your bag in the trunk
or better yet, the back seat. By the time
I’ve broken the window, popped the
trunk, lifted your bag and jumped into my
accomplice’s waiting vehicle, your alarm
is just an annoying sound fading into the
background. Bye-bye. (Safeguard: Don’t
be seen repositioning your purse.)
As a thief, I so appreciate the wonderful,
trusting ladies in the supermarket. I will
trust that my bad guy team will step up to
the challenge. You place your handbag
in the baby seat of the cart, leave it open
for coupon access and wander about
the aisles. This is where my accomplices
shine. We are like a finely tuned dance
team. Bait and switch — that’s the ticket!
We take great pride in our catch because
we’ve practiced so hard. I’ve gone as far
as using the handicapped motorized cart
so you can reach for that product on the
top shelf for me. Thank you. Yes, that

was my accomplice who just skirted past
your cart. Bye-bye. (Safeguard: Use the
seatbelt attached to the shopping cart for
your purse.)
As a thief, the mall is an easy hunting
ground. I watch, on foot, as you stroll out
of the mall, talking on your phone while
rummaging through your purse looking for
keys. I wait for the mall security vehicle to
pass; now’s my chance! This is an easy
snatch and run for me. My accomplice is
two rows over in a great position to take
off with me and your bag of goodies. Byebye. (Safeguard: Have keys in hand before
exiting the mall. Walk with a purpose.
Don’t walk and talk on your phone.)
REMEMBER: Bad guys are not always
guys. Share this with someone you care
about. Be safe. God bless. ●
Christine E. Parsley PI, PPS is a Florida
licensed Private Investigator and Personal
Protection Specialist and is president/
owner of One Nation Investigations, Inc.
She specializes in personal protection
and undercover surveillance using identity
alteration to build her unique portfolio.
She served on the board for South Florida
Investigators Association for five years and
is presently a member of FALI. With over
20 years of martial arts training and teaching
experience, Parsley feels that mental,
spiritual and physical balance are the keys to
dealing with ALL of life’s experiences.
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Interviewing Children
in Criminal and
Civil Investigations
Overcoming the barriers – Part 1 of 3

I

BY CATHERINE SMIT-TORREZ, TCI

nterviewing children can be a challenge for an untrained investigator. There are many legal and
ethical challenges as well as a child’s physical, emotional and mental health issues to consider. There
are numerous barriers and hindrances with interviewing children that the prosecution or defense
investigator may encounter. Some of these obstacles to a successful interview of a child can be unique
to one side or the other. The child may have fears about talking to anyone about a subject that could

significantly change their life, their family dynamics and even the welfare of the person being accused.
The author knows these fears firsthand as a victim of sexual assault as a
9-year-old child. She feels that she is now
aided by these experiences and has a
unique perspective as to how others may
feel. The author was also the victim of
child abuse from her mother and later by
her stepmother. Having the training and
the experience while working on many
crimes against children cases as a police
investigator and currently as a licensed
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private investigator, gives the author the
foundation for the following information.
Children often feel responsible for
the problem and feel guilt, shame and/
or remorse. The guilt and shame can
be overwhelming. If the child is not
relieved of the responsibility that he or
she carries, it can drive them to many
emotionally based disorders and social

dysfunctions, including: uncontrolled
anger, being withdrawn, detachment, lack
of trust, insecurity, attention seeking, risky
behaviors, poor grades in school from
inability to concentrate, self-mutilation,
drug and alcohol abuse, and suicide.
With all the aforementioned in mind, it is
imperative to take great consideration of
the child’s well-being. This means that the
strategy of the initial contact and interview,
and all subsequent interviews, should be
arranged to make the child as comfortable
as possible. The selection of where to
interview and who conducts the interview
are essential parts of the strategy. The
investigator could help out the child by
explaining to him what to expect as the
case proceeds from “outcry” through the
final verdict. The “outcry” is a term used
to represent the adult person who the
child first tells about the incident. On rare
occasion, the outcry may come from a
competent older teen.
As private investigators, we need to
know the various steps and procedures
the child has been subjected to in order
to understand why they may respond
either negatively or positively. This may
mean that the private investigator has
hurdles to overcome to gain the child’s
trust and confidence, which will allow
the child to feel safe and comfortable to
speak with him. The following are likely
steps and procedures encountered by
these children.
INITIAL POLICE RESPONDER
Speaking of the police investigator, who
was selected to conduct the interview?
There is not always a choice. In some
small police departments, the patrol
officer may also be the detective and in
fact, the chief of police may be the patrol
officer and the detective. There are some
police agencies that have detectives
specifically assigned and trained to
work these cases. These officers are
sometimes chosen because of their
demeanor with children or their specific
interest in these cases; however, often
you find that the detective/investigator
is just assigned and has to “learn the
ropes.” This choice doesn’t mean that
the investigator cannot be effective as
an assigned investigator. There are many
situations in which the child has first

been “interviewed” by a lay person, such
as a teacher or school counselor prior
to calling the police or the Child Abuse
Hotline to report the matter to the Child
Protective Services Agency.
SUBSEQUENT INTERVIEWS
In a perfect world, a child would tell their
experience only one time, and they would
be able to tell the person whom they trust.
Unfortunately, this scenario will not be the
case. Sometimes, the child selects the
person to give the information to because
they already trust them or have heard
that the person is the “go-to” person to
help them. Sometimes, the venue is preselected, such as a counselor’s office at
school. If one has been selected by the
child, one should feel privileged. What an
honor to be trusted! This person may not
really want to be the recipient of this outcry.
This “bombshell” signifies a great deal
of responsibility that goes with it, but the
decision cannot always be controlled. What
matters now is that the outcry recipient
handles the interview correctly so that the
child gets help and hopefully justice.
After telling the trusted individual,
the child will then have to tell the law
enforcement official who answers the
initial call, then, possibly a detective. If
there is a need for a sexual forensic exam
to collect evidence, the child will also
have to talk to the nurse who is charged
with those specific forensic exams. This
is not the end of the interviews that the
child will endure. If the charges are sent
to the District Attorney’s (DA) office, then
the Assistant District Attorney assigned
to the case and possibly an investigator
with the DA’s office will need to ask
additional questions. The court may
also assign an additional investigator to
assist the criminal defense attorney. This
appointed investigator is usually a private
investigator and one can only hope that
this investigator has some experience, or
at least training, in interviewing children.
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
INVESTIGATOR’S METHOD TO
CONDUCT THE INTERVIEW
AND TO OBTAIN CONSENT
FROM PARENT/GUARDIAN
When attempting to talk to the parent
for permission to interview their child,

the investigator should first ask to
speak to the parent in private, easing
the parent to feel free to ask questions
such as: “Why? Who do you represent?
Are you helping the #^&*%$# who did
this to my child?” and “Didn’t the District
Attorney tell us that we are not to speak
to anyone?” These are just a few of the
parent’s possible questions.
Try to educate the parent regarding
the judicial system and process by
telling them that when a case goes
to trial, the investigators will begin
doing the research for the case and
re-interview all the witnesses and
victims/complainants in order to
prepare. The judge will allow the
defense to request an investigator
who conducts a separate investigation.
When the assigned investigator
interviews the child, the information
is written in a report. The defense
attorney may use the information
to analyze the possibility of a plea
agreement with the District Attorney
and then discuss that option with
the defendant. The advice to the
defendant, to accept a plea agreement,
may be relevant, especially if the
defense attorney learns that the
child can articulate the facts clearly
and make an effective witness. If the
defendant accepts the advice of their
attorney, then there will be no need for
the child to have to testify in court and
be subjected to facing the defendant
in open court. Consider also telling
the parent that when the child speaks
to the investigator and answers their
questions, it helps to prepare the child
for what they might expect to answer
at the trial. If the parent is convinced
that this interview is in their child’s best
interest, they will allow the interview. ●
This article will continue in the next
edition of The Texas Investigator.
Catherine Smit-Torrez, TCI is owner/
manager of Stiletto Spy & Company
Investigations, in Ft. Worth, Texas, and
serves on TALI’s Board of Directors. She
is a former police chief and has served in
law enforcement for over 20 years. As a
PI since 2008, Smit-Torrez specializes in
crimes against women and children. She is
also an accomplished speaker and author.
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Developing the

COMBAT ATHLETE
Training for the mind and the body

H

BY DENNIS ROOT, USE OF FORCE EXPERT

ow do you define winning? For some, winning is surviving an
incident. For others, it is overcoming an obstacle by oneself.
Some think of winning as being able to go home at the end of
their work day. Early on in one’s career, you may be awakened
to the harsh reality of the job you face and suddenly think, “No

one prepared me for this.” In some academies, they have chants they sing. The
chants identify various threats, and your sole response is “I WILL SURVIVE.”
These chants do not really prepare you for the challenges you will face, but they
do begin a mindset that no matter what happens, you will survive.

If you experienced one of these chants, it probably did not take you very long working on the
street or in harsh environments to learn that it will take more than being able to sing a chant to
improve your chances for survival, or more importantly, for winning. You learned very quickly
to watch the hands, control all of the movements of an adversary and never allow anyone the
opportunity to hurt you. Through training and experience, you have learned that you need to be
physically and mentally prepared for the dynamic situations you will be faced with. The reality is that
every individual has made mistakes that could have had serious, if not fatal, consequences if it had
not been for their partners or some other greater power. It is those experiences that open your eyes
to the need for continuous training and the development of your winning mindset.
How you see yourself is an imperative part of developing this mindset. You are exposed to various
terms used to describe yourself. The most prolific term used today is “warrior.” However, another
way to see yourself is as the “combat athlete.” A combat athlete is a person trained or gifted in
active, armed fighting with enemy forces or in struggles requiring physical skills, agility,
stamina or strength. When you consider what you may be called to do on a daily
basis, don’t you believe you must possess all of these characteristics?
You also then have to participate in a level of training that will enable you
to “WIN” a high-stress encounter. (High stress encounter is the former
politically correct way of referring to a combat event.) In order to
prepare for that combat event, you
need to mentally and physically
train for the battles you may
face. Your training routinely
enhances the physical skills
required to accomplish
your mission, but many
severely overlook the
importance of the mental
preparation needed. You
need to spend as much
time mentally preparing for
a combat event as you spend
physically preparing for them.
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You can and should physically train on a daily basis. You require this training to enhance your
physical abilities during a combat event, but you need to include mental preparation as a permanent
part of your training programs. Consider the Olympic athlete’s level of training. They physically
train for their sport on a daily basis. Yet before they ever set foot on the track, or whatever arena
of performance they may use, they have seen themselves completing the event a thousand times
in their minds. Olympic and professional athletes have known for years that mental preparation
is as important as physical training. Boxers spend an enormous amount of time preparing their
bodies for one fight. They also create a mindset that is focused solely on their opponent. Have you
ever watched a fighter enter the ring? His look is one of determination and focus. The fighter has a
clear-cut goal, and that is to win!
The combat athlete has to be mentally prepared to deal with a variety of force-related events. In a
moment’s notice, you may have to go from trying to initiate a dialogue with a subject to using deadly
force. You have to be in a position, both mentally and physically, that will enable you to respond
properly and gain control as quickly and as efficiently as possible. This requires the physical skills
to operate under stress and the mental skills to stay focused and think clearly during the event.
Without that level of preparation, you may find yourself unsure of what force option is appropriate for
a given situation.
Training needs to be conducted for the mind as much as it does for the body. To recite a quote
attributed to LAPD Officer Stacey Lim, you must “prepare your mind for where your body may have
to go.” Physical training prepares the body for the stress it will be under during the encounter. When
faced with a dynamic, high-stress situation, you need to be prepared not only to respond to the
subject’s actions, but you also need to be capable of initiating actions of your own. The situation you
face may be one that is only winnable if you are on the offensive rather than the defensive. There are
those times that you have to take the fight to the subject rather than waiting for the subject to bring
the fight to you. Think about that statement for a moment. How do you feel when being attacked?
How would the subject feel in the same situation? It has been said that of all of the inmates on death
row for killing a police officer with a firearm, 60 percent of the inmates said they trained with their
firearm at least monthly. I would venture a guess that most of that training consisted of the subject
being the aggressor. What would happen to their mindset if they did not dictate your responses and
you brought the fight to them? Perhaps, by being more aggressive in a deadly force situation, you
will place the subject in a position of disadvantage by removing the primary element of his training —
a defensive individual.
As the combat athlete, you need to ensure that you have the tools and training you need to
overcome the resistance offered by any subject. You need to have the training and mindset that will
enable you to respond in that split second to whatever threat is presented. This requires you to be
both mentally and physically prepared to deal with the situation facing you. You need to have the
ability to think on your feet and make split-second decisions during situations that are tense and
rapidly evolving.
You are the combat athlete! Your mind and your body are your weapons. That means you
are the weapon. Everything else is simply a tool. Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “What goes
on around you … compares little to what goes on inside you.” ●
Dennis Root, president of Dennis Root & Associates, Inc., Port Salerno, Florida,
is a renowned law enforcement trainer and a
nationally recognized use of force expert.
He operates an expert consultant and
investigative firm specializing in cases
involving the use of force by law
enforcement and individuals, as well
as conducting independent reviews of
internal investigations. Root’s area of
expertise had him serve as the use of
force expert during the well-publicized
George Zimmerman trial and now has
him working cases across the United
States. www.DennisRoot.com.
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ISPLA: Educate to Legislate
BY BRUCE HULME, ISPLA DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
As Investigative & Security Professionals
for Legislative Action completes its
fifth year of lobbying on behalf of
our profession, we wish to thank our
colleagues who have supported our
lobbying program. They have contributed
greatly to the success of our non-profit
government affairs efforts and political
action committee activities. ISPLA’s sole
mission is limited to representing our
profession in legislative and regulatory
affairs. We do not focus our activity on
merely monitoring and reporting issues
affecting this profession. ISPLA proactively
lobbies the sponsors of bills of concern;
meets with committee staff to point out
potential unintended consequences of
proposed legislation; and depending on
the likelihood of passage, either mounts
opposition while also seeking like-minded
stakeholders as allies or lobbies for an
appropriate exception.
Thus far, since ISPLA’s formation in 2009,
not one bill of concern to the investigative
and security professions has passed in the
past three Congresses. For that matter, not
one bill of concern passed Congress during
the five-year period prior to 2009 while I
chaired the NCISS Legislative Committee
and led a legislative program in which
most of my committee members became
founders or are now active members of
ISPLA. As some of you may know, two
former presidents, a board chairman, first
vice president, treasurer, and four board
members of NCISS recognized the need for
a political action committee — a program
that NCISS leadership rejected over many
years — that is, until ISPLA formed one. In
fact, ISPLA offered its PAC services free
to NCISS before that association finally
decided to create one of its own. ISPLA saw
the need for an organization that would limit
its mission to just government affairs —
legislation and regulation. Our motto
reflects that premise: Educate to Legislate.
ISPLA’s leadership is comprised of
some of the most experienced industry
leaders, each having lengthy experience
addressing regulatory and legislative
issues affecting investigative and security

professionals. Its founders include three
former NALI directors, the founder of
INTELLENET, three members of ASIS
International’s Investigations Committee,
and four former presidents of state
professional investigative or contract
security associations.
Last fall, ISPLA was asked to submit
articles to PI Magazine regarding
legislative and regulatory issues affecting
its readers. Below are portions of our most
recent submission to that well-regarded
industry publication. (Its publishers are
also members of ISPLA.) ISPLA was the
only investigative professional association
to submit testimony to the Department
of Commerce, National Technical
Information Service regarding the Death
Master File access issue on behalf of
professional investigators.
ISPLA SUBMITS POSITION TO
THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL
INFORMATION SERVICE WHY
ACCESS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION DEATH MASTER
FILE BY PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
SHOULD BE CONTINUED
At a March 4, 2014, NTIS hearing held in
Virginia addressing questions set-forth in
the Federal Register on March 3, ISPLA
pointed out that the private investigative
and security sectors are three times the
size of public law enforcement and that the
DMF has been an important investigative
tool used for many purposes, including
but not limited to those enumerated in the
Federal Register below:
It is used by pension funds, insurance
organizations, federal, state and
local government entities and others
responsible for verifying deceased
person(s) in support of fulfillment
of benefits to their beneficiaries. By
methodically running financial, credit,
payment and other applications against the
Death Master File, the financial community,
insurance companies, security firms and
state and local governments are better
able to identify and prevent identity fraud,
and identify customers who are deceased.
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Other current users include clinicians
and medical researchers tracking
former patients and study subjects, law
enforcement and genealogists.
ISPLA expressed concerns that private
investigators had been omitted from the
above user list:
“Bear in mind that in many states,
licensed private investigators also serve
in a quasi-law enforcement investigative
and security role, the relevance of which
has been heightened in the post 9/11 era.
Licensed private investigators are vetted,
have to pass written examinations, undergo
state and federal criminal background
checks, are insured and bonded, and for
the most part receive ongoing continuing
education and training. They are an integral
part of the Justice system and have a key
role in ensuring public safety.
“Congress in its wisdom recognized
the need of state licensed private
investigators and security firms to have
access to states’ department of motor
vehicle records when it provided them an
exception in the Drivers Privacy Protection
Act of 1994. Regarding identity theft and
fraud prevention, the private sector has
been investigating and working to protect
the public in these important issues
long before law enforcement seriously
undertook such missions. Government
investigation and prosecution in this area
has been limited due to a lack of funding
and an inadequate allocation of trained
human resources. Most of the prosecution
of these crimes has been undertaken
by the private sector with state-licensed
private investigators, corporate in-house
investigators and certified fraud examiners
gathering evidence to turn over to criminal
prosecutors, or to attorneys to proceed
with civil litigation. Thus, the DMF serves
not only the purposes mentioned in the
Federal Register.
“There are also legitimate reasons
to access the Death Master File within
the three-year period of an individual’s
death other than solely fraud prevention,
exercising a fiduciary duty or a fulfilling
a legitimate business interest pursuant

Regarding identity theft and fraud prevention, the private
sector has been investigating and working to protect the
public in these important issues long before law enforcement
seriously undertook such missions.
to a law, governmental rule or regulation.
The DMF provides leads to help solve
other crimes, such as the concealment
of ill-gotten gains and helps light a path
to their recovery. State licensed private
investigators and, for that matter, attorneys
and genealogists require timely access
to the DMF in order to provide heir-ship
documents and probate court evidence,
determine the location and availability
of potential witnesses, and search for
missing heirs. Private investigators need to
be able to differentiate between subjects
for many purposes, including court
proceedings. Denying current access to
Social Security numbers in the DMF limits
the ability to differentiate the thousands
of individuals having similar names and
identical birth dates.”
In response to congressional concern
that Social Security number information
obtained from the DMF is used to facilitate
identity theft, another investigative and
security trade association of which
I’m a life member, past president, and
former legislative director, wrote to
the Subcommittee on Social Security
opposing legislation that would restrict
access to the DMF:
The SSDI (Social Security Death
Index) is one of the strongest tools in the
arsenal used to fight identity theft. When
we conduct background checks, due

diligence or investigate fraud, the SSDI
reveals instantly if someone is using the
Social Security number of a deceased
individual. It is the best defense we have
against the misuse of the identity of
deceased persons. A proper use of the
SSDI should lead directly to the arrest of
identity thieves.
Many investigative reports are
confidential attorney work product and
privileged. Their contents are protected
and secured. Notwithstanding daily
accounts in the media of security
breaches in the financial services and
retail industries, medical and educational
facilities, and the government, there are
no reported breaches of SSN and other
personal identifying information acquired
by state licensed private investigators.
Security is maintained whether offices are
located in a commercial building or in the
home office at the investigator.
Sanctions of a $1,000 fine for each
improper disclosure of DMF information,
not to exceed up to $250,000 in any
calendar year, should serve as reason
enough for one granted full access to
the DMF to properly use and protect the
information obtained. ISPLA successfully
pressed for a manner in which individual
or “ad hoc” access be proscribed with the
use of a duly executed DMF Certification
Form for a legitimate fraud prevention
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interest, or a legitimate business purpose
pursuant to a law, government rule,
regulation or fiduciary duty.
To support the mission of ISPLA,
become a member by going to
www.ISPLA.org. Annual dues are just
$99 with every dollar going to the operation
of our lobbying and political action activity.
To contribute to ISPLA-PAC, send your
donation in any amount not less than
$50 or more than $5,000 (personal check
only) to the address below. Thank you for
your support. ●
Investigative & Security Professionals for
Legislative Action
235 N. Pine Street
Lansing, Michigan 48933
Tel: 212-962-4054
Email: brucehulme@yahoo.com
Your Proactive Voice from State
Capitols to the Nation’s Capitol
Bruce H. Hulme, CFE, government affairs
director of ISPLA, also serves as legislative
liaison and member of the boards of
INTELLENET, the NY Chapter of the
ACFE, ALDONYS and SPI. He is also on
an advisory board of John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, a gubernatorial appointee
to the New York State Security Guard
Advisory Council, and is the PI profession
representative board member of IASIR.
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Professional Development

Know a Guy
FORGET WHAT YOU THINK YOU know
about librarians. Sure, there are some
bespectacled, hair-up-in-a-bun nerdy
types still out there, holdovers from the
days of Dewey Decimal and card catalogs.
But today’s hard-core researchers are as
likely to sport tattoos and piercings as a
group of brainy Suicide Girls, and they
are not to be trifled with or in any way
underestimated. (Think Lisbeth Salander,
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.)
In a story in the winter 2009 edition of
American Libraries titled “The Bunheads
are Dead,” Ken Haycock and Carla
Garner thoroughly dispel the myth of
stodgy shushers. Today’s librarian is
an information analyst, a freedom of
information and protection of privacy
officer, an information broker. They are
highly trained, competent researchers and
they likely hold at least a master’s degree
in library and information sciences (MLIS).
According to Haycock and Garner,
the MLIS students, “...learn higherorder analytical skills for assessing
community information needs (whether
for a municipality or in the private
sector), developing collections of
resources to meet those needs,
designing programs and services to
exploit those resources, and assessing

the effectiveness and impact of
implemented services.”
They are, in short, the people
you need to access, analyze and
understand information.
There’s an untapped resource that you
can avail yourself of today. Librarians.
Check out the Association of Independent
Information Professionals (AIIP). This
rogue cadre of librarians maintains a
nationwide network of skilled researchers.
They are corporate librarians, keepers of
records, finders of fact. I’m a member.
Not only do I just love the idea (maybe in
a slightly fetishistic way) of hanging out
with crazy smart people, I can part out
research assignments to my friends in
the AIIP and know that the work will be
thorough and exhaustive.
A professional investigator, like a
librarian, should be comfortable with
in-depth research techniques. Not only
should they have access to public records
database services, which are necessary,
but they should be on a first-name basis
with the staff at various public offices.
They should have the tax assessor’s
phone number on speed dial, have a
person in the planning and zoning office,
and know the lady at the front desk at the
register of deeds.
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BY HAL HUMPHREYS, CFE,
EXECUTIVE EDITOR, PURSUIT MAGAZINE

And when they have to research
in an unfamiliar jurisdiction, they
must have a working knowledge of
the process. It’s much easier to get
information from someone if they think
you know the ropes. A professional
investigator maintains contacts with other
professionals in the information industry as
well — corporate librarians, investigative
journalists, reference librarians, etc.
Lisbeth Salander, the fictional
bedragoned badass, offers a fantastic
example of how this work should be done:
skill, resources and contacts. Know how,
know where and know whom.
Like a librarian, Salander and a
professional investigator don’t have to
know everything, they just have to have
an analytical mind, access to resources,
and know people who can find/exploit
the things they can’t. In other words, you
don’t have to be the guy. You just have to
know a guy. ●
Thomas H. (‘Hal’) Humphreys is the executive
editor of Pursuit Magazine and founder/lead
investigator of [FIND] Investigations, a PI
agency in Nashville, Tennessee. When he’s
not interviewing witnesses or surveilling the
unwitting, he’s also a writer, radio producer,
hiker and fly fisherman.

▼

NCISS

NCISS Advocacy Hub in Place
for State Legislative Tracking
BY FRANCIE KOEHLER
NCISS LEGISLATION CHAIR - INVESTIGATION
I AM VERY PLEASED TO announce
that NCISS’s “state-level” tracking,
identifying over 150 bills in 35 states
is operational. To view bills impacting
private investigators, private patrol
operators or security guards bills, go to
www.nciss.org/Legislation/AdvocacyHub/
StateLegislation and either search
alphabetically by state or click on the
state in the map provided at the top of
the page. If a state is not listed, it means
that either that state was either not in
session or no bills were introduced that
met our search parameters. If you know
of a bill that we need to add to our watch
list, please contact me as legislative
investigation chair at francie@nicss.org or
Maria Landry, legislative security chair, at
mlandry@vinsonguard.com.
Keith Nelson of Lobbyit participated in
the PIs Declassified! webcast on May 8,
2014, along with NCISS vice presidents
Thomas Shamshak and Dean Beers where
the Advocacy Hub rollout, functioning
and benefit of state-level legislative
tracking via NCISS’s Advocacy Hub
was introduced. In the coming weeks,
NCISS will be working with Lobbyit, their
Washington, D.C.-based lobbying firm, to
identify state-level legislation appropriate
for member outreach and advocacy.
NET NEUTRALITY
In response to a proposed rule by the
Federal Communications Commission,
Lobbyit worked with NCISS to draft and
submit a formal comment, opposing the
proposed net neutrality rule.
FTC DATA BROKERS REPORT
On May 27, the FTC released its longawaited report on the data broker industry.
The report, Data Brokers: A Call for
Transparency and Accountability, made

legislative recommendations based on
the three general types of data broker
products that included marketing,
risk management and people search
products. There has been no mention of a
future hearing.
On the House side, Representatives
Joe Barton and Lee Terry (whose
committees have privacy jurisdiction)
expressed little optimism a data broker
bill would advance. One of Terry’s
aides confirmed that the Congressman
“doesn’t believe that Congress should act
legislatively unless there are identifiable
consumer harms, and right now the way
forward is not clear.” Industry groups
like the Digital Advertising Alliance
pushed back against the report. FTC
Commissioner Brill is “hopeful that
there will be a conversation that takes
place not only on the Hill, but also within
industry itself.”
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS
BOARD (NLRB) — THE
“AMBUSH” RULE
Lobbyit drafted NCISS’s 12-page
comment to the NLRB on their proposed
“Ambush” rule, which was submitted to
NLRB in early April prior to the closure
of the comment period. The comments
were submitted as a result of the NLRB
proposed new regulations that would
radically change the process for union
representation elections, effectively
shortening election time frames and
limiting employees’ opportunity to hear
from employers before making a crucial
workplace decision. The shorter the
election, the less time employers and
employees have to communicate about
the impact of unionization or about a
specific union attempting to organize
the workplace.

Bills we are continuing to watch:
S 1737/HR 1010 - Minimum Wage
Fairness Act, Harkin (D-La). S 1737,
introduced on Nov. 19, 2013, and placed
on the Senate Legislative calendar
(bypassing committee), would provide
for an increase in the federal minimum
wage progressively from $8.20/hr. the first
6 months, to $9.15/hr. 6 months later, then
$10.10/hr. the following year.
HR.1755/S. 815n - Employment Non
Discrimination Act of 2013 (ENDA),
Sen. Merkley (D-WV) S. 815 passed the
Senate and is under consideration in
the House, where it was referred to five
separate committees. This legislation
would ban employers from firing, refusing
to hire or discriminating against workers
or job applicants based on their sexual
orientation or gender identity.
S. 2025 - The Data Broker Accountability
and Transparency Act, by Sen. Rockefeller
(D-WV). S. 2025 contains a prohibition of
“pretexting” by data brokers, prohibiting
“obtaining or solicitation to obtain personal
information by false pretenses.”
HR 1312/S 639 - The Geological
Privacy and Surveillance Act, by
Representative Jason Chaffetz (R-UT) and
Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR), would require
consent of the subject when using of GPS
technology for tracking individuals.
HR 645 - Equal Employment for All
Act, by Rep. Steve Cohen (D-TN), would
prohibit current or prospective employers
from using a consumer credit report for
either employment purposes or for taking
adverse employment actions.
If there are questions on any of the
above items or on other legislative or
regulatory issues, please do not hesitate
to contact me. As it has been for almost
40 years, NCISS is still Your Voice in the
Nation’s Capital. ●
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Texas Legislature

Monitoring the Push to
Protect Private Information

BY KEITH OAKLEY
TALI LOBBYIST
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THE POLITICAL LANDSCAPE IN
TEXAS was washed away by a Tea Party
wave during the recent elections. All of
the statewide Republican candidates and
most of the Republican House and Senate
candidates who won did so only with the
full support of Tea Party voters.
The leaders we have just elected to run
our state government are, for the most
part, in favor of smaller government, lower
taxes and the fierce protection of personal
identifying information.
With all of these changes taking place at
the Capitol, I feel that TALI will face one of
our toughest legislative sessions yet. Many
members of the Legislature will be pushing
legislation that will be aimed at protecting
private information. It is the unintended
consequences that are of concern to TALI.
At this point in the campaign, Greg
Abbott has a double-digit lead over his
November general election opponent,
Wendy Davis, in the race for governor. On
Nov. 14, in an interview with Chad Hasty
on KFYO when discussing privacy issues,
Attorney General Abbott said:
“The Texas Department of Motor
Vehicles keeps records on 22 million
vehicles and drivers. And that information
is sold about 2,500 times last year
in instances like election agencies,
banks, towing companies and private
investigators. But here’s the key thing, and

that is it was sold without your consent
or knowledge.”
We want to assure General Abbott and
the citizens of Texas that any information
obtained from the Texas Department
of Motor Vehicles by licensed private
investigators is done so legally, under
strict regulations, and used only for
necessary and legitimate purposes.
Private investigators in Texas are
licensed by the Private Security Bureau
at the Texas Department of Public Safety.
They must pass a state and federal
criminal background check, receive
training, and demonstrate their knowledge
of the laws and board rules governing
investigations in the state of Texas.
We regularly obtain driving record
information upon the request of our clients
as required for court proceedings, accident
re-construction and pre-employment
screenings for truck drivers, etc. Our
continued access to this information
is essential to our court system, free
enterprise and transparency in government,
and to keep our highways safe. Any misuse
of this personal information is subject to
loss of license, as well as other severe state
and federal penalties. We will be asking all
TALI members to help us educate these
new state leaders as to the importance
of continued access to this and other
vital information. ●
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